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INrnoouctrorq

Heretofore the nomenclature of axinites was very simple: the only
name accepted by everybody was "axinite" itself, sometimes associated
with the adjective "manganous". Since most, if not all, axinites are
manganous, we felt that this nomenclature was inadequate and could
be improved by reintroducing some old names. The nomenclature here
proposed has been approved prior to publication by the New Minerals
and Mineral Name Commission of the IMA. In this discussion the follow-
ing names are mentioned:

Axinite (Haiiy, 1799, in Dana, 1892, p. 527)
Ferroaxinite (Schaller, in Dana and Ford, 1914)
Manganaxinite (Fromme, 1909)
Tinzenite (Jakob, 1923)
Severginite (Barsanov, 195 1)
Manganseverginite (Kurshakova, 1967)

Other obsolete names, which have been used for axinites are l isted, for
instance, by Hey (1962).

Cnvsrar, Cnpursrnv

As a general formula for axinite one can assume

H(Ca,  Mn,  Fe,  Mg)3Al2BSiaO16

The Mg contents are low. According to Ito and Takeuchi (1952), the
atoms (Ca, Mn, Fe, Mg) occupy three independent positions in the
crystal structure, one with six-fold coordination and two with ten-fold
coordination. The variabil ity of the chemical composition can best be rep-
resented in a triangular diagram, whose vertices correspond to pure Ca-,
Mn-, (Fe, Mg)-molecules of the above compound. This has been done in
Figure I for l7 "modern" analyses.

The points representing chemical formulae are set along two segments:
the first one joins the points 1 (corresponding closely to HCa2FeAl2BSi4
Oro) and 7 (corresponding closely to HCarMnAlrBSi4Or6); the second
one joins point 7 to point 17. The second segment l ies on the Ca-Mn side
of the triangle; considering the side as being divided into three equal
part, only the central part is occupied by points.

If one subsequently considers chemical formulae corresponding to a
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Frc. 1. Distribution of axinites in triangular diagram of pure Ca-, Mn-, (Fe, MS)-

molecules.
The name "ferroaxinite" is proposed for the end-member corresponding to point B

and for the axinites falling in the triangle ACD; the name "manganaxite" is proposed for

the end-member corresponding to point F and for the axinites falling in the triangle CDG;

the name "tinzenite" is proposed for the axinites falling in the quadrilateral EDGH.

Chemical analyses are from:
1. Simonen and Wiik (1952),2. Howie in Deer, Howie and Zussman (1962),3. Schaller
(1911).4. Neumann (1944),5. Soloviev (1956),6. Fromme (1927),7. Goldschmidt (1911),

8. Milton, Hildebrand and Sherwood (1953), 9. Palache (1935), 10. Barsanov (1951),

11. and 12. Kayupova (1961), 13. Hofiman and Novak (1966),14. Getling (1965), 15.

French (1966), 16. Penco (1964),17. Penco and Sanero (1964). Analyses 1 to 8 bear the

same number in Deer, Howie and Zussman (1962).

point which, starting from point 1, moves towards point 7 and, after
reaching it, towards the lower right vertex, one has a growing content in
Mn-ions;in the first part (1 to 7) of the movement, the increase in Mn oc-
curs because of a decrease in Fe-content. When all Fe-ions have been
substituted by Mn-ions, each further increase in Mn-happens at the
expense of Ca. This double diadochy of Mn2+ (R:0, 80 A), an easier one
with smaller Fez+-ions (R : 0, 7 4 A) a more difficult one with bigger Ca2+-

c l{
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ions (R:0,99 A), is not exclusive of axinite, but is well known (see for

example Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1962) for garnets (solid solutions

without gap for spessartine-almandine, but with gap for spessartine-

grossular), pyroxenes (solid solutions without gap for johannesnite-

hedenbergite, with gap for jo'hannsenite-wollastonite), trigonal carbon-

ates (solid solutions without gap for rhodochrosite-siderite, with gap for

rhodochrosite-calcite), and other minerals. The gap in solid solutions

between manganese-calcium compounds vanishes at high temperature in

most cases. Moreover, in the case of axinites, one must remember the

complexity of the structure, which favours isomorphism.

NolrBNcr.q.runB

Although no rigid rules have been established so far for the naming of

minerals, and a flexible pragmatism has also been preferred by the New

Mineral and Mineral Name Commission of IMA, there is a tendency to

associate each mineral name with a chemical formula, normally a sche-

matic one, which ignores minor isomorphic replacements. In the case of a

solid solution series, two names are accepted for the two pure end-mem-

bers. For minerals of intermediate composition, the name of the predom-

inant molecule is used.
Our proposal for the axinites are as follows:
1. The name "axinitet' must be used as a group name.
2. The name "ferroaxinite" must be used for the end member HCaz

FeAIzBSiaOr6 and for those axinites with Ca)1.5 and Fe)Mn. Please

note that no axinite with Ca ( 1.5 and Fe ) Mn has been ever founc.

3. The name "manganaxinite" must be used for the end member

HCarMnAlrBSiaOre and for those axinites with Ca)1.5 and Mn)Fe'

4. The name"tinzenite" must be used for those axinites with Ca< 1.5

and Mn)Fe (but usually Mn))Fe).
At this stage it is impossible to say whether tinzenite is an indepen-

dent mineralogical species or only a variety. This alternative corresponds

to the two possible ways of distributing Mn-ions in crystals like 8, 12,

17:if Mn is gathered in one of the Ca-positions of the structure, t inzen-

ite is a species with formula HCaMnzAlzBSirOre i if Mn is regularly dis-

tributed in both Ca-positions, tinzenite is a "hypermanganese" variety

of manganaxinite H(Ca,Mn)zMnAIzBSirO'o with Ca)Mn. But what-

ever the right hypothesis may be, there is a need for a name to designate

minerals l ike 8, 12, 17.
Chemical modifiers can be used easily for the series ferroaxinite-

manganaxinite, so no. 4 can be called a manganoan ferroaxinite, no. 13

ferrous manganaxinite; they can hardly be used for no. 8 (the modifier

manganous cannot be used, since the end member HCazMnAlzBSiaOrc
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contains Mn even in its purest forml the modifiers hypermanganese
would be quite correct, and horlible). Recently other names have been
proposed for axinites: "severginite" by Barsanov (1951) for mineral no.
10, and "mangansevergnite" by Kurshakova (1967) for mineral no. 8
and 17.

Now, no reason can be invoked to overcome the priority of "mangan-
axinite" over "severginite"; nor can rule d of Dana (1892) be invoked to
overcomg fhe priority of ttt inzenite" over "manganseverginite", as the
original description of "t inzenite" was far from being "so incorrect that a
recognition of the mineral by means of it is impossible." Finally we do
not propose any name of axinites of composition l ike HCarAIgBSirOre, or
HFeaAlzBSirOre, which have not been found in nature and, in our opin-
ion, wil l neither be found nor synthetized.

This work is part of the research programme of the Centro Nazionale
di Cristallografia del C.N.R., Roma.

Thanks are due to Michael Fleischer for some useful suggestions and
for call ing our attention to some new papers on the subject.
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THE PROPORTIONALITY OF QUARTZ IN MYRMEKITE

EvaN R. Pnttttes, Department oJ Geology and. Geophysics, Univers'i'ty of

Sydney, Syd,ney AND D. M. RaNsou, Department of Geophysics
an il G e o ch emi s t r y, A us tr ali an I{ ati. o n al U nia er s'i.ty

Canberra, Australia.

A recent note by Hubbard (1967) has again stressed the connection
between the composition of plagioclase in myrmekite and the amount of
associated quartz. Despite the fact that this proportionality relationship
was recorded by Becke (1908) very little quantitative data can be found

in the l iterature, due, no doubt, to the scarcity of relatively coarse inter-
growths and the technical difficulties inhibiting accurate measurement.
By contrast the absence of quartz in pure albite of the rim and intergran-
ular types is well substantiated.

Gneisses from Broken Hill, New South Wales, contain myrmekites in

which the quartz-plagioclase intergrowths are relatively coarse: the
qtartz stems range roughly from 0.1 to 0.3 mm in length and are 0.01

to 0.02 mm wide. Further, the plagioclase is relatively calcic providing

an opportunity for investigation in an uncommon composition range.

The results of some detailed measurements for two major rock types are
given here.

Quartz and plagioclase volumes were calculated from photomicro-
graph enlargements (XSOO) of about twenty-five intergrowths from each
rock. The photographs were gridded with one or two inch squares and ran-


